
ABBY BAG 
Instructor: AUDREY SANDBERG 

 All of the supplies listed below are available from Sew Much More. Notions/supplies purchased for class are 
available at 15% discount. Please use this supply list to ensure that you have everything you need in order to 
guarantee a successful outcome. We may not be able to provide machine accessories or supplies should you forget 
yours. 
 
 

Machine 
Bring your sewing machine in good working order with all standard accessories, foot control, cord and manual.   
 

Please arrive 10-15 minutes early to set up and be prepared to start at designated time. 
All classes start on time and begin wrapping up ten minutes prior to the scheduled end of class. 

 
PLEASE BE CONSIDERATE OF OTHERS AND ARRIVE ON TIME FOR YOUR CLASS 

 
Cancellation Policy: In order to proceed with a class, we must be able to promise the instructor a certain number of students. If you withdraw from a 

class, a store credit (no refund) will be given with a minimum 5-day notice prior to the first class date, if and only if we can find another student to enroll 
in your place. We at SMM will do what we can to find a replacement in the event of a student’s cancellation and will notify the student who cancelled as 

soon as possible to issue a store credit. There are absolutely no exceptions to this policy. 
 
 
 

Accessories/Supplies 
 

* Sew Many Creations Abby Sling 
Bag pattern, included in class fee 

* Fabric, cork, interfacings per 
pattern supply list 

* One of roll of Pam Damour zipper 
tape will be enough 

* Super Clips or Wonder Clips 
* One roll 3/8” Heat n Bond 

Ultrahold fusible tape 
* Scissors 
* Frixion pen 
* Seam ripper 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All fabrics must be fused to 
the proper interfacing and 
cut out from pattern pieces 
before class following pattern 
directions. 
Bring all your scraps. 
This may take time to do, 
please leave enough time for 
prep. 

 


